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Foreword from President Johannes Fritzen
It gives me great pleasure to introduce this annual report on F&L activities.
Despite the conditions of the global economic climate, the Association is in good heart and membership is rising. We have in
2011 enjoyed excellent conferences in Berlin and Bologna and were honoured by the attendance of the Federal Minister of Transport,
Building and Urban Development in Germany, the Secretary of State for Infrastructure and Transport in Italy and by the active
participation of the European Commission on the critically important issue of the TEN-T review 2011.
Key freight transport corridors are essential to sustain a competitive Europe, especially when we see such growth in the
economies of the Far East including China and the Indian sub continent. World demographics will play an increasing role in global
supply chain dynamics and we see a global population of 7 billion people placing great challenges and burdens on systems of
government worldwide. This has consequences for the freight transport community with respect to all modes.
I was delighted to host our Bologna event with President Roberta Gili of the Freight Leaders Council, our sister organisation in
Italy. This is the first time the two organisations have come together since 2003 and it was a special pleasure to celebrate the 20th
birthday of FLC, which coincides with our 17 years.
The new F&L Think Tank is already working closely with industry on a rotating basis to maximise learning. This is a permanent
group whose role is to stimulate F&L discussion and - with one shipper and one LSP for each mode – a first project for current members
BASF, Mars, Stora Enso, LKW-Walter, ATB Conseils, Imperial Logistics, GEFCO, Ge-eX Logistics and Kombiverkehr will be to give a
detailed report on the “low hanging fruits” of the White paper 2011. The Think Tank replaces Tutors/Masters of Modality and although
the group may re-visit some of the earlier Working Groups, they will not duplicate work or other initiatives taken by F&L.
n
In May 2012 I will hand over to Mr Frank Arendt as our new President - he inherits a robust and strong organisation ready to meet
future challenges and I wish him very well in his role. There is no doubt that F&L has an important role to play in the future
competitiveness of Europe and I urge all of our members to continue their excellent work - sharing best practice for the ultimate benefit
of all.

Johannes M. Fritzen

Secretary General Gavin W. Roser
It has been a great privilege
to fulfil the role of F&L Secretary
General in 2011, especially at this
time of economic change where
many of us must deal with a climate
of insecurity that we have not seen
before in our lifetimes.
There is no longer certainty of employment
opportunities for upcoming generations and this
impacts how they live their lives, the kind of houses or
apartments they can expect to have, how their children
will be educated, the level of leisure they expect.
On the opposite side of the equation, the new
generations have more choices than ever before and
technology has forever changed patterns of life –
which includes a regretful impact on employment
levels in both developing and developed countries. I
spoke to a digger driver the other day: wonderful
though this machine is, he said, it has replaced jobs for
50 people – and this is a sobering thought.
The President is right. With so much activity in
2011, it is exciting to look forward and see so much
more to come in 2012. F&L has indeed had a good
2011 despite a small loss on overall trading due to the
high cost of introducing a new legal constitution and
bedding in a new organisation.
2011 has seen the development of fundamental
themes which underwrite all of our conferences to
ensure that no F&L meeting is a one-off event, but
instead a series of discussions evolving over two or
three sessions to develop solid conclusions which set
benchmarks for industry.

Berlin was about best practice and thinking out
of the box and, based solely on internal debate
between members, we recognised that everyone
present could lift the phone to another member and
ask for advice. Bologna saw transport supply and
shippers outline how they saw the future and set the
scene for Vision 2020. The plan for Lucerne on 10th
and 11th May 2012 will be to deliver business benefit
by integrating these visions. It was a real highlight of
Bologna to hear the presentation from OPEC which
opened so many minds to a different approach to
energy supply. I commend readers to look at the
OPEC presentation on our website and to consider
registering for their quarterly newsletters.
We will build on the F&L Working Groups begun
in 2011 by widely circulating their excellent reports and
by continuing the focus on this important activity. I am
delighted to announce that a new Working Group will
be announced by Karla Peijs, European Commission,
at our London meeting on 8th and 9th November 2012.
Audrey Macnab has an active programme in
place to visit our members so that we can gain a very
clear idea of their needs and priorities. In 2011 we
were pleased to see 6 members in Switzerland and
over 2012 we will focus on the Benelux and either
France or Germany. Member visits will continue until
we have visited all our members - and then we will
begin again at the beginning because the priorities of
F&L members are the priorities of F&L.
In 2011 F&L had one technical visit to Krone
where members were able to see how a trailer is built
and, most importantly, the design characteristics for
various market segments.
More excellent
opportunities of this nature are planned.

We introduced a Student Programme which saw
David Panten (Eurogate) and Catharina Watchel
(Dachser), both logistics undergraduates at HIWL
(School of International Business and Supply Chain
Management, Germany), sponsored to attend F&L
meetings in 2011/12. In meeting the logistics leaders
of today, they have learned about the priorities facing
shippers and transport supply organisations and we
will watch the development of their careers with great
interest.
The F&L Newsletters are growing in importance;
these are now “for” and “about” members and are
produced 3-4 times a year. Although sent to our
members by old fashioned post, newsletters are also
available to all at www.EuropeanFreightLeaders.
Dedicated web pages give news of forthcoming F&L
conferences and meetings and you can also see
details of special invitations and events on our
homepage.
The website Members’ Area is of particular
interest and now gives you up-to-date contact details
for all members, as well as presentation downloads
which I and other F&L members have made at other
forums. Enjoy - and please tell us what else you would
like to see online.
We have already come a long way in F&L this
year - I am pleased to say that an enormous amount to
look forward to still remains!

Gavin W. Roser
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 F&L is a non-profit forum / AISBL registered in Belgium.
 All members are part of the General Assembly which meets in May and
November each year to vote on key issues for the Association.
 The Board of Directors (Executive Committee) meets once per quarter with
an additional 1-3 telephone meetings per year.
 Minutes of Board meetings, Management Committee meetings and of the
General Assembly (statutory formalities) are prepared by the Secretariat and
approved as necessary. Records are available through the Secretariat or at
the seat.
 Accounts: The Secretary General & Secretariat are responsible for the
preparation of annual budgets and for overseeing the accounts. Accounts
are prepared by RSM InterFiduciaire (Belgium) and are audited by Régis
Cazin (Brussels). The General Assembly approves the budget for the
forthcoming year and the accounts for the previous year at the F&L May
meetings.
 Every F&L member (excluding honorary members) has one vote.
At least 50% of members must be present or validly represented
at each F&L meeting or Belgian law requires us to call a second meeting not
earlier than 15 days later.
 In 2011 we had a special meeting in March to approve the draft of the new
Articles of Association. This was followed by Extraordinary General
Assembly meeting in Berlin to vote on the new Articles. Members agreed
unanimously to adopt the newly drafted Articles at this meeting. The new
Articles have been approved by the Belgian notary and we are now in the
final stages of approval from the Belgian Ministry of Justice.

Telephone: +44 (0) 1292 44 24 57
Mobile:
+44 (0) 7974 724 173
Email: SecGen@EuropeanFreightLeaders.eu
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Programme of Events
for 2011
20th January

Board meeting
- Telephone conference

24th February

Germany
- Technical Visit, Fahrzeugwerk Bernard Krone GmbH

18th March

Brussels
RSM InterFiduciaire, Zaventem
- General Assembly Meeting
- Board Meeting
- Management Committee Meeting

30 June – 1 July

Berlin
Westin Grand Hotel, Friedrichstrasse
- General Meeting
- Extraordinary General Assembly Meeting

9th September

Brussels
- Board Meeting
- Management Committee Meeting

10-11th November

Bologna

Franco
Castagnetti

Wibo Aris

Palace of the Archiginnasio, Piazza Galvani, 1, 40124
- Annual General Meeting
- Joint Meeting F&L / FLC
- Management Committee Meeting

Key Facts


Seat of F&L: Chaussée de Waterloo 1151, 1180
Brussels, Belgium.



Accountants: RSM InterFiduciaire, Lozenberg 22 b 3,
B1932 Zaventem, Belgium



Lawyer: J. M. Verhaegen, Verhaegen Walravens,
Chaussée de Boondael 6, Boondaalsesteenweg, 1050
Brussels



Auditor: Régis Cazin, Brussels, Belgium



Bank: BNP Paribas Fortis, Fortis Banque SA, Agence
Nations, 86 Avenue du Pérou, 1000 Brussels, Belgium

F&L Website
www.EuropeanFreightLeaders.eu

Annual Accounts
 Annual Accounts: these are subject to audit by the
due legal process of an AISBL registered under the
Laws of Belgium, subject to further review by the
Internal Auditor of F&L and the Board of Directors.

 Internal Auditor: Diana Langen retired during 2011
and has been replaced by Luc Driessen, CEO Ewals
Intermodal.

Anti-Trust &
Competition Law
The European Freight and Logistics Leaders
Forum is firmly committed to maintaining a fair
and competitive environment in the transport
world and to adhering to all applicable laws
which regulate shippers and carriers in these
markets. These laws include the antitrust laws
that the United States of America, the European
Union and many nations of the world have
adopted to preserve the free enterprise system,
promote competition and protect the public from
monopolistic and other restrictive trade
practices. All meetings of the F&L will be
conducted in a compliance with such laws and
regulations.

F&L Meeting Themes:
Past, Present and Future
Antwerp

Berlin

Nov 2010

June 2011

“Best Practice
and Thinking
out of the Box”

“The role of
Modal
Integration and
Collaboration in
a Competitive
Europe”

Lucerne

London

Nov 2011

10-11 May
2012

8-9 Nov
2012

“Vision 2020 and
Possible
Scenarios for the
European Supply
Chain”, “Fusion
of Supply Chain
Cultures Across
Europe”

“Understanding
the Legal
Framework and
Meeting the
Challenges of
2020”

“The effects of
sustainability on
the supply chain
also with a
maritime focus”

Bologna

F&L : Frank discussion between shippers and transport providers in all industries to optimise the
performance of transport and logistics in the COMPETITIVE EUROPE of tomorrow

F&L Members 2011
"K" Line Group
A. L. Langen B.V
AAE Ahaus Alstätter Eisenbahn Holding AG
Air Cargo Netherlands
Biggart Baillie LLP
C. H. Robinson Europe B.V
Colgate Palmolive Europe Sarl
Diakinisis
DSV Road GmbH
Duisport Agency
ESL Shipping Ltd
Euroports Belgium NV
Ewals Intermodal
Fahrzeugwerk Bernard Krone GmbH
Ge-Ex Logistics B.V.
GEFCO
Green Cargo AB
Groupe Danone
Groupe Ermewa S.A.
Hafen Hamburg Marketing e.V.
Hannibal SpA - Melzo
Imperial Logistics International GmbH
John G Russell (Transport) Ltd
Kombiverkehr mbH & Co. KG
LKW-Walter Internationale Transportorganisation AG

Logistik Service GmbH
LyondellBasell Polyolefine GmbH
Mars GmbH
Masped Tlog Kft
Nestec S.A.
Port of Antwerp
Port of Rotterdam
Procter & Gamble Europe
ProLogis Sweden Management AB
Raaberbahn AG
Ruuki
SJZ Transglobal AG
Stora Enso OYJ
TIM Consult GmbH
TT Club
UIC Combined Transport Group / International Union of Railways
Unit 45
Verbrugge International BV
Vinnolit GmbH & Co. KG
Volvo Logistics Corporation
VR-Group Ltd
Wascosa AG
Wincanton GmbH
Yara SA

F&L History and Objectives
Dec 94
Brussels

June 02
Barcelona

May 09
Hamburg

Nov 95
Madrid

Nov 02
Copenhagen

Nov 09
Brussels

May 96
Venice

May 03
Athens

May 10
Vienna

Nov 96
Brussels

Nov 03
Rome

Nov 10
Antwerp

May 97
Amsterdam

May 04
Dublin

May 11
Berlin

Nov 97
Paris

Nov 04
Amsterdam

Nov 11
Bologna

May 98
London

May 05
Glasgow

May 12
Lucerne

Nov 98
Vienna

Nov 05
Vienna

Nov 12
London

May 99
Berlin

May 06
Budapest

Nov 99
Helsinki

Nov 06
Valencia

May 00
Lisbon

May 07
Helsinki

Nov 00
Paris

Nov 07
Lisbon

May 01
Göteborg

May 08
Warsaw

Nov 01
Brussels

Nov 08
Marseilles

F&L is a non-profit forum which brings
shippers and transport providers together
to:
 Study and debate drivers and
commercial imperatives;
 Consider a Europe 47 and global
context without political borders;
 Build understanding between
shippers and transport providers;
 Enable effective cross-industry and
cross-border networking;
 Discuss solutions and debate
innovative measures;
 Learn from others
F&L is not a lobby organisation; we are a
forum that looks to the future and
considers how the learning from one
country or industry can find application in
another.
F&L does not at any time recommend
specific courses of action to any
Institution; however the European
Commission does use the F&L as a
sounding board for new initiatives or
legislative priorities and our dynamic
round table discussions at each F&L
meeting contributes heavily to that.
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